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�Evaluating nitrogen(N)
responsiveness in crops has many
commercial/environmental
advantages.�Current lack of knowledge
on its physio-genetic basis is a major
bottleneck.�We demonstrated that N
dependent yield increase is driven by
grain number (GN) in S.italica.�GN has
strong genetic basis –22 unique SNPs;
six exhibiting haplotypes in natural
population.�Based on this, we define N
responsive and non-responsive
accessions with distinct panicle types.�
Few genes lying between SNPs with
haplotypes show distinct transcript
levels in two genotypes.
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Introduction: N responsiveness is the capacity to perceive and induce morpho-physiological adaptation to
external and internal Nitrogen (N). Crop productivity is propelled by N fertilizer and requires the breed-
ing/selection of cultivars with intrinsically high N responsiveness. This trait has many advantages in
being more meaningful in commercial/environmental context, facilitating in-season N management
and not being inversely correlated with N availability over processes regulating NUE. Current lack of
its understanding at the physio-genetic basis is an impediment to select for cultivars with a predictably
high N response.
Objectives: To dissect physio-genetic basis of N responsiveness in 142 diverse population of foxtail millet,
Setaria italica (L.) by employing contrasting N fertilizer nutrition regimes.
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Nitrogen responsiveness
GWAS
Gene expression
Methods: We phenotyped S. italica accessions for major yield related traits under low (N10, N25) and
optimal (N100) growth conditions and genotyped them to subsequently perform a genome-wide associa-
tion study to identify genetic loci associated with nitrogen responsiveness trait. Groups of accessions
showing contrasting trait performance and allelic forms of specific linked genetic loci (showing haplo-
types) were further accessed for N dependent transcript abundances of their proximal genes.
Results: Our study show that N dependent yield rise in S. italica is driven by grain number whose respon-
siveness to N availability is genetically underlined. We identify 22 unique SNP loci strongly associated
with this trait out of which six exhibit haplotypes and consistent allelic variation between lines with con-
trasting N dependent grain number response and panicle architectures. Furthermore, differential tran-
script abundances of specific genes proximally linked to these SNPs in same lines is indicative of their
N dependence in a genotype specific manner.
Conclusion: The study demonstrates the value/ potential of N responsiveness as a selection trait and iden-
tifies key genetic components underlying the trait in S. italica. This has major implications for improving
crop N sustainability and food security.
� 2022 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Cairo University. This is an open access article

under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
Introduction

The co-development of new agronomic practises including the
application of nitrogen (N) fertiliser together with the selection
of improved crop varieties lead to significant yield enhancement
for a few selected crop species during the Green Revolution. How-
ever, not all crops benefited to the same level and some of the less
improved species tends to be highly relevant to food security in
arid and semi-arid regions of the world. One of them is Setaria ita-
lica, a C4 cereal crop which is one of the world’s ancient and second
most cultivated millet globally [1,2]. It is self-pollinated lowland
species with demonstrated high biotic and abiotic stress resilience
[3]. Being nutritionally rich [4,5], it performs as a major crop in the
arid and semi-arid areas of Asia, China as well as sub-Saharan
Africa and it is distinctively enriched with slowly digestible and
resistant starch making it a healthy low-glycemic index cereal
[4]. Taken together, its exceptional adaptability and nutritional
attributes have made S. italica a promising climate-resilient crop
[5] and investigation into the strategies millets employ to regulate
productivity in this context is particularly relevant for achieving
sustainable future food security. The crop however remains
under-investigated in terms of the traits underpinning improve-
ments in breeding.

Agricultural sustainability relies on optimal and resourceful
application of fertilizers with nitrogen (N) as a major contributor.
At the biochemical and physiological levels, complex interactions
between assimilation of N in the form of nitrate (NO3

–) and carbon
dioxide (CO2) contribute to crop productivity, mainly by coupling
N driven leaf growth with photosynthesis (accumulation of higher
amounts of light reaction components and CO2 assimilates) [6].
Insufficient N accessibility is a major constraint to crop productiv-
ity worldwide [7]. Despite being expensive, its use in cropping sys-
tems in some parts of the developing world is considerably
subsidised, often leading to its over application [8,9]. This is asso-
ciated with undesirable environmental costs including eutrophica-
tion of aquatic ecosystems [10], threatening aquatic life and
polluting the environment [11]. Furthermore, higher greenhouse
gas emission from N fertiliser plants and as N2O release from ferti-
liser use are other contributory factors in this regard [12].

Optimization of N provisioning strongly influences yield related
agronomic traits [13], N assimilation rates and photosynthetic
capacity [14] as well as biomass and many other physiological
attributes in cereals [15]. However, in order to optimize N applica-
tion in crop production, it is essential to appreciate how cereal
plants respond to higher N accessibility and the underlying regula-
tion of the process. Any insight in this regard should offer new pro-
spects to select for or help breed new lines that will be more
capable of converting applied N to harvestable product with mini-
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mal economic and environmental costs [9]. Understanding N
responsiveness, defined as the plants ability to induce morpho-
physiological adaptation according to external N availability, is
key to developing efficient genotypes. Selection of lines with
improved ability to utilize available N holds potential genetic,
agronomic, environmental and commercial advantages over con-
ventional methods of measuring nitrogen use in crops e.g. nitrogen
use efficiency (NUE) [9]. In wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) evidence
exits that show selection over time has resulted in varieties having
better N response compared to landraces characterized by
enhanced N responsiveness at early N uptake conditions thereby
pushing enhanced performance in field conditions at moderate N
levels [16]. Genetic dissection of the trait can therefore highlight
hitherto unidentified genomic regions of interest [17-19] with
the potential to bridge the gap in our understanding of its regula-
tion at the physiological and genetic levels. This in effect will allow
us to understand new questions in crop N biology, for example,
how external and internal N availability are perceived by plants
and what are the downstream phenotypic responses. Additionally,
it offers potential to understand how N is transduced and how
plants monitor their N homeostasis at the interface of plant devel-
opment and primary metabolism.

The present study aimed to reveal the genetic basis for N
response in a diverse population of 142 S. italica accessions, which
are part of core collection of accessions previously studied for agro-
nomic traits under uncontrolled nutrition conditions [20]. We used
contrasting N treatments to dissect N responsiveness at the whole
plant and genetic marker levels. We found that in S. italica yield is
mainly driven by grain number per plant instead of grain size. Using
genome wide association study (GWAS), we defined major single-
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) related to yield traits (e.g., grain
number per plant) and derived indices to measure different aspects
of N responsiveness. Furthermore, we defined six (6) grain number
responsive (GNR) and non-responsive (GNNR) genotypes which
exhibit different panicle architectures, contrasting grain number
response to low N (DN100-N25) and display consistent allelic var-
iation of six SNPs (CS3.46666559, CS3.46708881, CS4.37893830,
CS4.37893921, CS8.30225088, CS8.30225110) strongly associated
with grain number responsive trait. Transcript abundance profiling
of 17 genes proximally linked to these SNPs in the developing pani-
cles of the two genotypes showed that three (3) among them, Sei-
ta.3G363700 (encoding a diacyl glycerol kinase), Seita.8G160400
(containing a DnaJ chaperon and two DUF domains) and Sei-
ta.8G160500 (encoding T-complex protein 1; TCP-1/cpn60 chaper-
one family) are differentially regulated while being consistent
within each group. This demonstrates that allelic variation of these
grains per plant (GPP) linked SNPs and expression of some of their
proximal genes are linked in a genotype specific manner.
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Materials and methods

Plant material and growth conditions

A collection of 142 diverse S. italica accessions (Table S1) were
chosen from a S. italica core collection (Lata et al., 2011; Lata et
al., 2013) and the All India Coordinated Small Millets Improvement
Project (AICSMIP, 2014). Accessions represent lines originating
from China, India, Bangladesh, Turkey, Kenya, Russia and USA exhi-
biting relative consistency of germination and viability of seeds.

In order to ensure maximum proximity to seasonal field condi-
tions, plants were grown in pots (19.5 cm height � 20 cm dia-
meter) outdoors under a 70% transparent cover. Three biological
replicate pots per accession were settled in a randomized block
design. Pots were filled with 3 kg of nitrogen free soilrite mix: ver-
miculite (2:1 w/w) and saturated with 1.6 L of demineralized
water. Mancozeb 75% WP broad spectrum fungicide (2 g/L) was
first used to pre-treat the seeds, then dried and sown. 300 ml of
demineralized water was used to irrigate the pots 7 days after sow-
ing (DAS). Germinated plants were examined at 14 DAS and seed-
lings were thinned to keep one plant per pot.

At 14 DAS, pots were fertigated with 0.5 L of Hoagland nutrient
solution (Table S10) formulated in demineralized water with three
different N levels: N100 (2 mM Ca (NO3)2)-control/optimal N
strength, N25 (25% of the full nutrition, i.e., 0.5 mM) and N10
(10% of full nutrition, i.e. 0.2 mM). All plants were fertigated once
every week for 17 times (between 16 h00-17 h30) in a manner that
allows complete absorption of the nutrient solution by the growth
medium without any leaching from the pot throughout the experi-
ment. The three N levels were determined following a test of 5 N
levels (N100, N50, N25, N10 and N0) in 9 accessions (Table S11).
This showed that N10 was more appropriate than N0 as the lowest
viable N level treatment and that N25 allowed greater distinction
among accessions as a low N level (yield per plant performance
at N50 and N25 were comparable). At maturity, panicles were col-
lected, threshed, seed grains collected, sun dried and stored for the
study.
Trait assessment and derivation of indices

Sixteen (16) agronomically significant and yield related traits
and 5 derived index traits were assessed at three N levels
(2 mM- N100, 0.5 mM- N25 and 0.2 mM- N10) using a full cycle
potted experiment of the 142 S. italica accessions (Supplementary
Table S1; Supplementary Table S2) chosen from a previously
reported core collection [20]. A total of sixteen agronomic traits
were measured, and data was collected for three replications per
accession. A one-way ANOVA analysis was performed to evaluate
the relative contribution of the genotype, N dose and their interac-
tion towards the trait performance (Table S13). Five index traits,
namely: stability index (SI), tolerance index (TOL), mean produc-
tivity index (MPI), geometric mean productivity (GMP) and stress
susceptibility index (SSI) were used to further evaluate the differ-
ences in trait performances due to any two N conditions (Table S4).
Broad sense heritabilites (h2 = r2

g/ r2
p) of major traits and their

indices were calculated (Table S13), where r2
g and r2

p are variances
due to genotype and phenotype, respectively.
Grain N and C content analysis

Approximately, 5 mg of the powdered grains were used for CHN
analysis (CHNS (O) Analyzer, Italy, FLASH EA 1112 series, Thermo
finnigan) using the method elaborated by Dumas [21]. N and C
contents from each genotype was obtained as percentages of the
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sample weight studied with three biological replications per
sample.
SNP genotyping and sequencing

Leaves from 4 weeks old plants were used to isolate DNA using
the Cetrimonium bromide (Rogers and Bendich, 1985). Post
RNAase treatment (Fermentas, USA), the isolated DNAwas checked
for integrity and then quantified through 1.2% agarose gel electro-
phoresis and NanoDrop 1000 (Thermo Scientific, USA), respec-
tively. Double digest restriction associated DNA (ddRAD) and
Illumina HiSeq4000 platforms were used to genotype and
sequence the samples, respectively (Peterson et al., 2012) (Agri-
Genome Labs Pvt Ltd, Hyderabad, India). Raw FastQ reads were
demultiplexed with only one mismatch to obtain reads for each
sample and RAD tags were used to filter the data. 50 and 30 ends
of the reads were trimmed along with the removal of Illumina
adapters (Cutadapt v 2.3), while Bowtie2 (version 2–2.2.9) was
used to align trimmed sequences to the reference genome catalo-
gued in the phytozome 12 database version 2.2 at default para-

meters (https://genome.jgi.doe.gov/portal/pages/dynamicOrganism

Download.jsf?organism=Sitalica).
Furthermore, bcftools were used for filtering reads based on

their depth and quality while sequence alignment map (SAM) tools
(version 1.6) were used for variant calling analysis.
Assessing population structure and linkage disequilibrium

STRUCTURE version 2.2 software [22] was used to perform
model based population structure analysis wherein Burn-in and
MCMC were set as 50,000 and 100,000 respectively. We employed
admixture model with five iterations for each run and assumed 2–
10 sub-populations, with the real number of determined sub-
populations by employing the delta K method [23] through an
online tool STRUCTURE HARVESTOR [24]. A genotype was assigned
to a specific sub-population when it had � 80% probability of
affiliation while those with < 80% of the value were considered ‘‘
admixtures’’. Previous information on chromosome- and genome-
wide LD [25] were also used in the analysis. The genetic related-
ness of the individuals in the panel was ascertained by clustering
the filtered SNPs using the phylogenetic tree construction tool
implemented in TASSEL v5 (neighbour joining clustering method)
and visualizing the same using the Archaeopteryx tool [26] imple-
mented therein under all default settings.
Genome wide association analysis

For genome wide association study (GWAS), a minor allele fre-
quency (MAF) of > 5% and missing data of < 30% were fixed as the
basic cut-off values from a total of 29,045 SNPs by implementing
the filter feature within Tassel 5 software [27]. We employed fixed
and random model circulating probability unification (FarmCPU)
package [28-30] for genome wide association which has been
regularly used for many crop/cereal studies in the recent years
[31-34]. The tool effectively eliminates issues arising due to
kinship, population structure, multiple testing therefore making
it one of the best models for association mapping currently
available [28-30]. Kinship matrix is inbuild in FarmCPU and three
PCA were employed (K + PCA model) for GWAS analysis. SNPs with
a p < 0.001 were deemed significant SNP-trait associations (STAs)
followed by p-value adjustment via Bonferroni correction (thresh-
old set at 0.01). Quantile-quantile (Q-Q) plots were used to show
how the expected and observed p-values are distributed and fit
into the population structure model.
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A set of 16 major traits were analysed at three N levels with 10
derived index traits from each major trait (5 indices/ main trait of
N10-N100 and N25-N100), totalling 208 traits (Table S2). Broad
sense heritability for all traits were found to be > 0.8 (Table S13).
Identification of functional genes proximal to trait specific STAs

S.italica genome 2.2 (available from Phytozome v12, https://
phytozome.jgi.doe.gov/pz/portal.html#!info?alias = Org_Sitalica)
was used to identify genes proximal to SNPs related to significant
STAs (for all traits) within the intervals of 0–1 kb, 1–5 kb, 5–10 kb,
10–20 kb, 20–50 kb and 50–100 kb distances from the SNP position
in either direction. A distance of 20 Kb along the chromosome was
considered a standard window to look for genes positioned proxi-
mal to trait associated SNPs for downstream analysis.
Estimation of transcript abundance of genes linked to grain number
responsive SNPs

SNPs found to be significantly associated with GPP traits in the
study located within the LD decay distance of 177 kb as previously
reported in the crop [35] were considered as prime landmarks for
identification and assessment of genes linked to grain number
responsiveness in the S. italica genome. Based on the above, we
identified three pairs of SNPs (CS3.46666559:CS3.46708881,CS4.3
7893830:CS4.37893921, S8.30225088:CS8.30225110) and profiled
the expression of genes located 25 Kb upstream and downstream
to them within Setaria italica genome (available from Phytozome

v12, genome version 2.2, https://phytozome.jgi.doe.gov/pz/portal.

html#!info?alias=Org_Sitalica) for qRT-PCR based assay (Table
S7). A similar approach for identification of putative genes related
to nutritional traits in S. italica is reported [35]. For this purpose,
nine GNR and GNNR accessions were grown at low N (N25) and
optimal N (N100) conditions as previously described and panicles
were harvested at the early stage of panicle development when
the spikelet organization of the inflorescence is decided (grain
number), just before the onset of anthesis. Collected samples were
immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at �80 �C. Total
RNA was isolated using Spectrum Plant Total RNA kit (SIGMA),
visualized in 2% agarose native gel, quantified using NanoDropTM

1000 Spectrophotometer followed by reverse transcription using
Verso cDNA Synthesis Kit (Thermo Fischer) as per the recom-
mended guidelines. qRT-PCR assay was performed by using the
Power SYBR Green chemistry (Thermo Fischer, USA) and employ-
ing the QuantStudio Real-Time PCR (qPCR) for assessing the rela-
tive transcript abundance of the target genes between samples
and N conditions with three biological and two technical replica-
tions. S. italica actin gene (ACT2) was used as suitable endogenous
control previously established [36] for the crop. Exon spanning pri-
mers for the target genes (Table S9) were designed using the NCBI

Primer-BLAST online tool (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/tools/pri-

mer-blast/)
Protein family and domain analysis

Amino acid sequences of proteins were obtained from the gene
view tool using the gene ID compatible with S. italica annotation
available in Phytozome v 12. The selected sequences were

searched within the Pfam database (http://pfam.xfam.org/) and
results from only the significant Pfam searches (sequence align-
ment and hidden markov model-based analysis) under default set-
ting were included in further analysis.
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Statistical analysis

Nitrogen dependent trait performances were measured and
visualized using the ‘dplyr’ R package [37] while variances were
evaluated using the analysis of variance (ANOVA) function ‘‘aov
()” analysed using R (R studio version 1.2.5001) [38]. Linear model
regression analysis was accomplished using the ggplot2 R package
[39] and ggpubr package (v 0.3.0) [40] with dependencies while
data analysis and plotting for multi-trait Pearson’s correlation
was performed using the ‘‘ggcorr” function within the ‘‘GGAlly”
package (v2.0) [41]. Plots showing contrasting trait dependent
and N specific responses in GNR/GNNR were plotted using the
‘‘ggline()” function under ‘‘ggpubr” R package. Normal distribution
of traits were ascertained by the Shapiro-Wilk test using ‘‘shapiro.
test()” present natively in R. Scatterplot ellipses were plotted using
the ‘‘ggplot2” R package using the stat_ellipse() function.
Results

Grain number largely drives N dependent yield performance in S.
Italica

While hundred grain weight (HGW) did not significantly vary
between N levels, most of other traits showed a substantial N
response (Fig. 1B). Grains per plant (GPP) and yield showed a posi-
tive response to increased N accessibility for the majority of acces-
sions (Fig. 1). There was a larger range of yield performance at high
N (N100: 0.2 to 2.727 g), in comparison to low N dose settings
(N10: 0.035–0.597 g; N25: 0.162 to 0.985 g), implying that the
resultant yield plasticity to N increased availability exists in the
population (Fig. 1 A), despite having comparable variance at all N
levels (N10: 0.41; N25: 0.34; N100: 0.31). All other traits (shoot
dry weight, panicle number, grain protein content, maturity time
included) showed a noteworthy genotype by N level interaction
(Fig. 1B).

Analysis of N dependent yield performance showed that the
trait was positively and strongly associated with GPP across all
three N levels (R2 = 0.9, p < 0.01; Fig. 1C, Table S3) unlike HGW
(R2 = 0.01, p < 0.01, Fig. 1D; Figure S1). This indicates that the
observed variations in yield are strongly affected by GPP and much
less so by the weight of individual grains, regardless of N levels.
Notably the GPP range is much higher at high N (40–1700 grains
per plant compared to 5–584 grains per plant at N10 and N25).
Furthermore, we observe that the increment in GPP is reliant
mostly on grain number increase per panicle (Figure S2A) and less
on the panicle number (Figure S2B). In S. italica multiple panicles
originate from the same stem (secondary panicles) which mean
that more panicles do not translate into more tillers.

Harvest index (HI), grain per panicle (GPPn; Figure S2C, D) and
to a smaller degree shoot dry weight (SDW; Figure S2E) were also
positively connected with yield, suggesting that partitioning of N
to the panicle may contribute to increased yield. Interestingly we
observed a negative (R2 = 0.11; p < 0.01) association between yield
per panicle and panicle number signifying a trade-off between
overall yield capacity of a panicle and panicle number (Figure
S2F). However, the absence of any correlation between overall
plant yield and panicle number in this context suggests some
degree of compensation for the negative correlation stated above.
Defining indices for N responsiveness

We employed five (5) derived indices of the traits to specifically
appreciate the genetics of N response in S. italica. We define these
indices focusing on yield as the major trait (Fig. 2A). Yield at N100
is weakly correlated to yield at N25 (R2 = 0.152) and N10
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Fig. 1. High nitrogen availability leads to overall yield increased due to increased grain number per plant in S. italica grown. (A) Yield per plant was measured for three
biological replicates per genotype and N level, filled circles represent individual plants. Data are mean yield ± SD. Significant differences were observed amongst mean yield at
each N level (Tukey , p < 0.01). (B) Table showing the results of the ANOVA for specific traits (additional data shown in Supplementary Table S5), data as p value for each factor
(genotype and N level) and their interaction. GPC: grain protein content. (C) Yield correlates positively with the number of grains per plants, irrespective of N level. (D) Yield
does not correlate with the hundred grain weight. For C and D, each cross represents an individual plant.
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(R2 = 0.056), supporting the idea that it is important to measure
responsiveness under different N conditions (Fig. 2B). The toler-
ance index (TOL) simply indicates in real terms (i.e., g per plant)
the yield gain under high N conditions compared to low N condi-
tions and appears to be the best representative index for N respon-
siveness. Therefore, a higher TOL value indicates greater yield
increase after addition of N (from N25 or N10 to N100) whilst
low TOL indicates a small value. The mean productivity index
(MPI) and the geometric mean productivity (GMP) provide a mea-
sure of the mean yield over the range of N levels tested. While MPI
is highly correlated to yield at N100 (R2 = 0.94) and less so to yield
at N10 (R2 = 0.22), GMP is correlated with both indicating that it is
less affected by extreme values and perhaps a better representa-
tion of an overall yield under contrasting conditions. The stability
index (SI) is a ratio that offers a direct comparison between yield
under high and low N. In this case, a very low SI (<1) indicates
higher yield under high N conditions compared to low N condi-
tions. SI tends to be negatively correlated with other indices (Fig.
2B). The stress susceptibility index (SSI) represents a similar index
to SI that is normalised to the overall yield mean of the population
under both high and low N. We also calculated N use efficiency
(NUE) as the ratio of grain produced per unit of N provided. NUE
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under each N level is highly correlated to yield for each N level
(Fig. 2B). As the NUE calculation simply corresponds to division
of yield by a constant for a specific N treatment, this measure
was not used in the further analyses.
SNPs are unevenly spread across chromosomes and form distinct
phylogenetic clades in S italica

A total of 142 S. italica accessions were genotyped with a set of
29,045 high quality SNPs. Heterozygosity of both SNP markers and
individuals were within acceptable limits (<25%) (Figure S3A; B).
SNP markers showed uneven distribution in nine chromosomes
with an overall average of 125.73 SNPs/Mb in S. italica. Chromo-
some 8 and 9 had the highest (235.6 SNPs per Mb) and lowest
(87.45 SNPs per Mb) densities, respectively. Overall, chromosome
1 was found to have their maximum evenly distributed densities
(Figure S3C). Among chromosomes, the mean polymorphism infor-
mation content (PIC) ranged from 0.125 to 0.20, the least and max-
imum values lying in Chr 9 and 8, respectively (Table S3).
Population structure analysis showed that about half of accessions
were admixed (75 out of 142), and residual 67 accessions being



Fig. 2. Index traits of a major trait measure different aspects of its N responsiveness. (A) Tabulation to show the details of all trait indices measured for each of the 16 major
traits analysed for 142 S. italica accessions (B) Correlation plot to show coefficient of correlation (r) between and within Yield traits at three N levels and its index derivates on
one hand and NUE major trait on the other. For ease of understanding and visualization, only N10(YLN) was considered for plotting index traits of Yield. Since NUE shows
strong correlation with Yield main traits at all three N levels, index derivatives for the trait were not plotted. Values are a mean of three replications. Mean data of phenotypic
performance of all traits and their indices are available in Supplementary Table S6.

Fig. 3. Population structure in GWAS panel for 142 accessions of S. italica natural population and 29,045 SNP data (A) Kinship matrix plot to indicate relationship between
accessions. Names in the X-axis and right Y-axis indicate individual accessions and the left Y-axis indicate dendrogram to indicate phylogenetic relationship based on the SNP
data (B) Admixture bar plot showing nine subpopulations and assignment of membership. X axis correspond to individual accessions showing their distribution across nine
(9) sub-populations within the panel while the Y axis represents Q value depicting affiliation probabilities for assignment within a sub-population (80% or more). (C)
Optimization of sub-populations numbers (K value) ranging from from K = 1–9 to fix best possible clustering for foxtail millet accessions (D) Radial cladogram (phylogenetic
tree) of the accessions using Neighbour joining clustering method implemented through Archaeopteryx tool (Han and Zmasek, 2009) showing 9 sub-populations in distinct
clusters.
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randomly spread over 9 sub-populations clustering under nine dis-
crete phylogenetic clades (Fig. 3D).
GWAS identifies new genetic loci linked to N response plasticity

We identified 68 SNP (marker) trait associations (STAs) for the
traits measured and their indices from 16 major traits (Table S5;
Fig. 4). These STAs comprised of 59 unique SNPs significantly asso-
ciated with ten major traits (P value set at 5 e-07, Bonferroni correc-
tion = 0.01) [42] and related indices: D50F (days to 50% flowering),
GPP, grain C/N ratio, grain C, leaf chlorophyll content, panicle num-
ber, HGW, days to panicle emergence, days to maturity and shoot
length (Table S5; Figure S4). These SNPs were spread throughout
the genome, with chromosomes 8 and 9 containing the most
(24) and least number (2) of significant SNPs, respectively (Fig.
4). We found that all 68 STAs are highly trait specific (i.e., having
no overlap with other major traits) although some SNPs could be
associated with more than one trait index within a given major
trait (Table S5). Intriguingly, we found more unique STAs asso-
ciated with index traits (55) than with major traits (13) suggesting
that more genetic loci are linked to traits that measure differences
in N response due to N availability (N responsiveness) compared to
those that don’t (Table S5, Fig. 4).

Additionally, we examined the incidence of genes adjoining the
SNP loci based on the genes annotated in the S. italica genome.
Within 50 Kb of such SNPs, we identified a total of 272 genes based
on their closeness to nearest genes (protein coding) in six distance
ranges of 0–1 Kb, 1–5 kb, 5–10 Kb, 10–20 Kb and 20–50 Kb (Sup-
Fig. 4. SNPs linked with N dependent index and major traits are spread across nine chro
megabases (MB) and discrete oval shapes as single SNP. Oval shape outline and fill patte
the figure. Phytozome version 12 (genome V2.2) was used to map SNPs. MPI: Mean p
stability index; GMP: Geometric mean productivity.
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plementary Figure S5; Table S6). Additionally in this respect, chro-
mosome 8 was found to have the highest gene density, followed by
chromosome 5.
Specific SNPs linked to nitrogen responsiveness of grain number
exhibit haplotypes

Even though we did not find any significant SNP association
with yield trait (or its indices), significant STAs could be identified
for yield related traits such as GPP, panicle number and HGW
(Table S5). Overall, GPP traits showed the greatest number of
detected significant associations (a total of 26 associations from
59 SNPs out of which 17 STAs associated with GPP index traits)
suggesting that N responsiveness of the trait is significantly regu-
lated at the genetic level (Figure S4). Furthermore, among the 22
unique GPP linked SNPs, we identified three (3) SNP pairs
(CS3.46666559:CS3.46708881, CS4.37893830:CS4.37893921,
S8.30225088:CS8.30225110) which are linked to GPP index trait,
lie within the linkage disequilibrium(LD) decay distance estimated
previously [35] and show haplotypes for their corresponding
linked traits, suggesting that allelic variation in these SNPs has sig-
nificant implications for variability for linked N responsive traits
MPI_GPP_N25, MPI_GPP_N10 and GMP_GPP_N25 (Fig. 5).

Subsequent analysis to identify their proximal genes (upstream
and downstream 25 Kb) revealed the presence of 17 unique genes
(Table S7) out of which four genes (Seita.3G363300, Seita.3G364000,
Seita.4G260600, Seita.4G260700) are unannotated as per Phytozome
v2.2. The remaining genes broadly fall in the category of acid phos-
mosomes in S. italica. Numbers adjoining to the SNP location specify SNP position in
rn represent a major trait, N level type and trait indices, respectively as indicated in
roductivity index; SSI: Stress susceptibility index; TOL: Tolerance index; SI: Yield



Fig. 5. SNPs in LD and linked to grain number index traits show haplotypes. Polymorphism of the SNP and phenotypic performance variability for main GPP traits are
correlated. In each of the panels A-C, left section represents the Manhattan plot. their respective - Quantile-quantile (QQ) in the middle for a given GPP trait while the box-
plots on the right show haplotype for strongly trait linked SNPs in LD and their corresponding phenotypic variation within the population. The numbers along the � -axis in
the Manhattan plot represent chromosome number while the coloured dots indicate SNPs specific to a given chromosome. The y-axis values show negative logarithm of the
association P-value with the threshold p-value of significance indicated by a horizontal line. Box plot defines the mean data from three replications wherein the bold line
within each box show the median value, ‘‘x” as the mean while the region between the median and edges of the box in both directions represents values that are up to 25%
more or less than the median value. The whisker lines outside the edges in both sides comprise the remaining 25% of extreme values and the dots represent outliers.
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phatases (Seita.3G363500, Seita.3G363600), kinases and kinase acti-
vators (Seita.3G363700; Seita.3G363800), nucleic acid binding and
chromatin remodelling (Seita.3G363900, Seita.8G160300, Sei-
ta.8G160400), cytoskeletal organization (Seita.3G364100), hormone
biosynthesis and secondary metabolism (Seita.4G260400), protein
folding (Seita.8G160500), ligand-binding and ion channel activity
(Seita.4G260500), glucosidase activity (Seita.8G160600).

N dependent grain number responsive and non-responsive accessions
in foxtail millet

Based on our observation that N dependent yield performance
is largely driven by grain number in S. italica, we explored whether
specific accessions exist in the population which exhibit contrast-
ing grain number responsiveness (GPP_TOL N100-N25) and at the
same time are consistent with the allelic variation of SNPs linked to
grain number responsive traits (GMP, YI, MPI, SI and TOL). Grains
per plant (GPP) at N25 was used to calculate grain number respon-
siveness since it is appropriately placed to induce N deficiency
whilst still allowing ample N for successful grain filling (than at
N10) and therefore yield in majority of accessions. Our analysis
showed that accessions SI 100, 168, 178, 187, 78,182 and SI 128,
146, 170, 177, 3, 56 show very high and low values for the trait,
respectively and exhibit consistent difference in panicle architec-
ture, especially with regard to awn distribution and their lengths
(Fig. 6A, B). Furthermore, we observed that these two groups of
accessions largely maintain the same allelic variation for six GPP
linked SNPs (Table S8) that lie within LD decay distance of
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177 kb (CS3.46666559, CS3.46708881, CS4.37893830,
CS4.37893921, CS8.30225088, CS8.30225110), previously estab-
lished for the crop [35]. Such grain number responsive (GNR) and
grain number non-responsive (GNNR) accessions were analysed
to further examine the basis for N responsiveness in S. italica.

Apart from the differences in their capacities to utilize addi-
tional N to produce grains, GNR and GNNR also exhibit character-
istically different shoot dry weights, yields, harvest indices, panicle
dry weight and longer flowering times at least under high N (N100)
(Fig. 6C-G) determined chiefly by the ability of GNR accessions to
yield more grains. To further dissect their differences in N depen-
dent yield plasticities, we measured four derived indices related
to yield, grain number (GPP), hundred grain weight (HGW) and
harvest index (HI) based on their respective trait performances at
low and high N levels (N10-N100; N25-N100) (Figure S6). Two
low N levels (N10 and N25) were considered for the analysis to
enable a better understanding into how such trait plasticities play
out at very low (N10) and low (N25) N levels against a common
control (N100). We observed that except for HGW, indices for all
the remaining traits (Yield, GPP and HI) differ significantly
between GNR and GNNR genotypes while maintaining the same
pattern of behaviour when considering very low to high N (N10-
N100) and low to high N (N25-N100) comparisons (Figure S6).
Similar to the overall population, yield patterns in the two types
shows strong positive correlation with grain number while none
were observed for HGW (Figure S7A). Comparative analysis of all
these phenotypic trait classes suggest that most vary significantly
as a function of genotype and N level (Figure S7B).



Fig. 6. Grain number responsive (GNR) and non-responsive (GNNR) S. italica accessions have opposing grain number tolerances to contrasting N availability. (A) For all the
accessions analyzed (on the x-axis), data are plotted from the mean grains per plant (GPP) on left y-axis at N25 (orange lines) and at N100 (blue lines). The grain number
tolerance at N25 (GPP at N100-N25) is represented by black line and scaled on the right y-axis. Dotted lines indicate GNNR and GNR limits. Each of the six red and green filled
circles indicate specific GNNR and GNR accessions, respectively which largely share the same allelic form of significantly GPP linked SNPs namely CS3.46666559,
CS3.46708881,CS4.37893830,CS4.37893921,CS8.30225088, CS8.30225110. Panel B show panicle architectures of these accessions at N100. Panels C, D, E, F and G show data
for shoot dry weight (SDW), yield, harvest index (HI), panicle dry weight and days to 50% flowering (D50F) for each of these genotypes at three N levels, respectively. Data
shown as the mean +/- SE of three replicates from six GNR or GNNR accessions. Differences due to N level, genotypes and their interaction were analysed using two-way
ANOVA followed by Tukey Test with differences indicated by asterix (*). GNNR accessions: SI 128, 146, 170, 177, 3, 56; GNR accessions: SI 100, 168, 178, 182, 187, 78
(Table S6). Error bars show standard error.
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These observations suggest that the two groups of genotypes
have discrete patterns of phenotypic responses to N provisioning
that are consistent within each group and provides evidence that
N responsiveness between these two is significantly different
across multiple derived interpretations of yield traits. Focussing
on these subsets of accessions for further analysing the mechanism
of the N dependent yield responses may therefore provide new
insights that may still be applicable to the population under study.

Genes linked to GPP associated SNPs have different transcript
abundances in GNR and GNNR at low and high N levels

To examine if expression patterns of genes linked to GPP traits
are differentially expressed in genotypes with high and low plasti-
cities (GNR and GNNR), qPCR assays of genes proximal to GPP asso-
ciated SNPs (in LD) were performed (Table S9), using the approach
previously implemented in the crop [35]. Three accessions with
similar panicle emergence times were chosen from each of the
GNR (SI 100, SI 178 and SI 168) and GNNR (SI 128, SI 56 and SI
56) groups to access transcript abundances of 17 genes at high N
(N100) against low (N25) N condition to measure their N respon-
siveness. We observed that three genes (as per Phytozome v12)
namely Seita.3G363700- Diacyl glycerol kinase; Seita.8G160400- a
DnaJ domain containing protein; Seita.8G160500- T-complex pro-
tein 1 (CCT8) out of 17 genes showed largely consistent and dis-
tinct expression patterns within and between the two groups,
respectively (Fig. 7A). Sequence analysis of their encoded proteins
(significant PFAM match, [43]) indicates that Seita.3G363700 has
all the domains necessary for diacylgerol kinase activity (with
accessory, binding and catalytic domains) while both Sei-
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ta.8G160400 and Seita.8G160500 are chaperone family proteins
containing Hsp40 (DnaJ domain) and Hsp60 (TCP-1/cpn60) pro-
teins, respectively (Figure S8). Seita.8G160400 also contains two
DUF (domain of unknown functions), and exploring any connection
between them and the DnaJ domain with regard to protein activity
will be greatly insightful vis-à-vis N responsiveness. While greater
availability of N causes a relative increase in their transcript accu-
mulation in GNR, the opposite is true for GNNR thereby indicating
commonality in their regulation leading to potential N responsive
processes in a genotype specific manner. Furthermore, we also
observed an overall difference of type of correlation between grain
number tolerance (TOL_GPP) and expression of all the 17 genes in
GNNR/GNR. While we find an overall positive correlation in the
case of TOL_GPP/GNR, the same is not true for TOL_GPP/GNNR (Fig-
ure S7B), suggesting that these genes largely associate with N
responsiveness in a genotype specific manner
Discussion

Enhancement in yield performance has been limited in S. italica,
especially in comparison to staple cereal crops like wheat, rice or
maize. However, the crop can potentially play a larger role in many
agro-ecosystems worldwide, including sub-Saharan Africa and
India. An important feature that has pushed rise in yield output
the major crops is the simultaneous use of synthetic N fertilisers
and selection of newer varieties. Intensive agriculture has largely
driven selection of varieties that performed better at optimal N
conditions[9] and currently information on how crop plants
respond to increasing N availability, though crucial is limited. Fill-



Fig. 7. Transcript abundance of genes linked to SNPs associated with grain number index trait in GNNR and GNR panicles in response to increased N. (A)Transcript abundance
of the genes was assessed at high N (N100) against low N (N10) from fully expanded panicle tissues with established floral architecture to evaluate their N responsiveness. All
Log2FC values � 1 have a p value of � 0.05 between replicate measurements of gene expression in test (N100) and reference (N10) tissues. Values represent mean of three
biological and two technical replications for each gene analyzed. Representative panicle images shown below each accession are at 4th day post emergence (before anthesis)
grown at N100 (control). (B) Scatterplot with ellipse to show the overall differences in the correlation between TOL_grain number per plant and absolute fold change (N100 v
N10) in transcript abundances of GNNR and GNR in panicle tissues presented in (A).
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ing this gap can potentially help selection of varieties that profit
from N input in order to yield more and limit N loss to the envir-
onment. In this paper, we dissected the response of S. italica plants
to increased N availability and identified potential genetic markers
for high N responsiveness, thus demonstrating a newer approach
for variety selection in crops.

Grain number per plant largely regulates nitrogen directed yield
increase in S. Italica

Typically, yield is determined by the number of grains produced
and their weight per plant. The influence of grain number trait in
effecting yield trait in cereal crops is well recognized [44-46]. In
C4 crop like maize, yield is primarily and positively dependent
upon the kernel number and number of ears per plant [47,48]
although the overall N dependent yield gain is determined by both
kernel number and kernel size in the crop [49]. In millets like Sor-
ghum, N dependent yield is largely driven by panicle number, grain
number per plant and grain weight [50-52] while it is the panicle
number per unit area which largely determines the yield perfor-
mance (up to 65%) in pearl millet under nitrogen and water stress
conditions [53,54]. This indicates that understanding the plasticity
of N-dependent response of total number of grains produced
(which is dependent on the grain number per panicle and the pani-
cle number), has additional value for C4 crop species beyond S.
italica.

Our study in S. italica shows that N-dependent increase in grain
number per plant has a strong impact on the yield increase in S. ita-
lica, and that this is mainly effected by an increase in grains per
panicle rather instead of rise in the number of panicles per plant.
N has a strong effect on branching response in many species [55-
57] which would relate to higher panicle number in S. italica. A
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further effect of N supplementation, particularly at earlier develop-
mental stage, is the increased number of flower per panicle [58]
which is facilitated by cytokinin amounts in the developing panicle
in rice [59]. In our study, we observed that the N-driven yield rise
in the GNR type is fixed at (early) panicle developmental stage.
Therefore, comparison of earlier developmental stage signalling
of GNNR and GNR types at the initial stages of panicle growth
may provide major insights on how N determines grain number
variation in S. italica.

It is noteworthy that we did not observe any agronomic trade-
off to increased yield in terms of grain weight (Fig S6), which is
greatly valued by breeders. This will allow identification of the eco-
nomic N optima threshold for the crop thereby reducing N applica-
tion rates without affecting crop productivity (grain yield) and
positively impacting sustainable agriculture. This will however
require the identification and utilization of genotypes that are
more capable of translating acquired N into gainful and consistent
yield performances with much lesser increment of N fertilizer
input as exhibited by GNR genotypes.

N responsiveness is a heritable multigenic trait in S. italica

In the present study, we investigated the effect of higher N
availability on yield response in S. italica which showed that N
responsiveness is a valuable trait with strong genetic basis [9].
We observed that there is no strong correlation between the yield
measured at N10 and the yield at N100, or between yield measured
at N25 and N100 (Fig. 2). This indicates that for S. italica, the N
responsiveness or increase in yield under high N conditions cannot
be inferred from yield measurements conducted under low N con-
ditions. Therefore, measurements under low and high N conditions
are crucial. Likewise, GPP measured at N10 and N100, or N25 and
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N100 do not share any correlation. Therefore, measuring yield
under only low N does not offer information on the yield potential
at high N level and vice-versa, yield measurement under high N
does not provide information on the yield performance achievable
under low N conditions. We have evaluated a series of indices here
to estimate the yield gain achieved in the presence of N, with the
TOL index being a good representative of N responsiveness per se.

N responsiveness is a trait which is heritable and can be
mapped genetically, and therefore amenable to breeding pro-
gramme. The complexity of the trait however is a major challenge
as many of the STAs found associated with the trait did not overlap
with STAs for major traits, signifying that the genetic basis for high
N responsiveness differs from those determining major traits per-
formance including GPP. Furthermore, we did not find any of the
STAs close to known genes associated with primary metabolism.
In Arabidopsis, plasticity of branching due to increased N in greatly
responsive lines also less branches under low N and very high
shoot branching under high N doses [56]. This is in contrast to
our results in this study, where the extent of N responsiveness
remains unpredictable when plants were grown under low N.

GWAS analysis highlighted the presence of three pairs of GPP
index trait linked SNPs (CS3.46666559:CS3.46708881,CS4.378938
30:CS4.37893921,CS8.30225088:CS8.3022511), within close
proximity in the chromosome and the existence of correlation of
their haplotypes (Fig. 4) with variation in trait performance in
the population suggest that NR in the crop is genetically regulated
and the underlying components of which are heritable and poten-
tial targets of crop improvement strategies. Further investigation
of genetic components (SNPs and their proximal genes) pertaining
to those linked to N dependent grain number responsive traits
(GPP index traits) will be particularly useful to help identify their
roles in regulating the trait and the mechanism of regulation
thereof. The presence of a significant portion of trait linked SNPs
within 3.5 kb upstream to their proximal genes (6 out of 12 GPP
index linked genes) suggests that they are likely to have significant
influence on their target genes leading to genotype dependent
grain number NR (Table S9). Though many protein candidates are
known to play a role in N sensing, there is still ample discussion
about the molecular machinery underlying N sensing in crop
plants [60]. In this regard, we observe that the genes Sei-
ta.3G363700 (diacylglycerol kinase) and Seita.4G260500 (Ionotropic
glutamate receptor) positioned downstream to the GPP linked
SNPs CS3.46666559 and CS4.37893830, respectively, have been
previously implicated in either N sensing, N/C partitioning
[61,62] or lipid metabolism [63] influencing yield response.

Genes related to grain number responsiveness are transcriptionally
regulated in a N and genotype dependent manner

Gene expression studies to ascertain the transcriptional regula-
tion of genes proximal to SNP (in LD and showing haplotypes in the
population) linked to GPP index traits suggest that few of them are
regulated differently in N responsive and non-responsive geno-
types. Three genes Seita.3G363700 (encoding a diacyl glycerol
kinase- DAG), Seita.8G160400 (an uncharacterized chaperone
(Hsp40) protein containing a DnaJ domain) and Seita.8G160500
(encoding T-complex protein 1 belonging toTCP-1/cpn60 chapero-
nin family) are noteworthy since they showed strong consistent
upregulation (from 3 to 13 folds) in GNRs while remaining largely
uninduced in their GNNR counterparts in response to N. Diacylgly-
cerol kinases has significant role in lipid metabolism which is
altered under high N conditions with low C [64] and perhaps dif-
ferential activity of the gene in GNNR leads to altered partitioning
of C under low N vs high N than in GNR. Higher expression of
‘NUMBER OF GRAINS 10 (NOG1) gene encoding enoyl co-A hydra-
tase/isomerase (ECH)- a vital enzyme in fatty acid b-oxidation
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pathway was reported to enhance grains per plant [63]. Notably,
lipids work as C source for fungi associated with plants in arbuscu-
lar mycorrhizal symbiosis [65], only under a low plant N status.
Furthermore, DAGs are crucial for generation of phosphatidic acid
in plants, a key signal transducer of lipid metabolism/signalling
[66] and have been implicated in N sensing in Arabidopsis [67]
with contingent effects on organ growth and development. The
observed N dependent differential expression of its encoding gene
in the developing panicles of the two genotypes in this study is
likely to impact the growth and development of these tissues,
potentially influencing the observed variation in grain number per-
formance. Exploring how N regulates their behaviour will poten-
tially provide novel insights on hitherto unexplored role of N on
genetic regulation of yield responsiveness in cereals.

Plant cytokinin levels are known to be directly associated with
N availability [68], thereby potentially modulating assimilation of
N and C metabolisms [68,69]. Previous studies in tomato [70]
showed that frameshift insertion-deletions (InDels) in two DnaJ
encoding genes underlie the expression of a cytokinin oxidase/
dehydrogenase gene responsible for cytokinin transport to leaves
under higher N availability thereby suggesting their N responsive
behaviour. In a previous study, DnaJ proteins have been shown
to play important roles in photosystem II maintenance and hence
the extent of carbon assimilation through photosynthesis [71]
Furthermore, DnaJ/Hsp40 proteins have been implicated to act as
transcriptional activators of many genes by binding with many
transcription factors [72]. This indicates that differential transcript
abundance of Seita.8G160400 in two genotype groups identified in
our study may mediate/regulate N dependent cytokinin metabo-
lism differently leading to their observed differences in N depen-
dent yield response in the crop. Further studies are however
needed to substantiate this observation.

T-complex protein 1 subunit theta (CCT8) Seita.8G160500 is a
molecular chaperone which facilitates protein folding and is impli-
cated in stem cell maintenance by transporting transcription fac-
tors and other proteins through plasmodesmata [73,74]. The
distinct transcriptional responses of the gene (to elevated N provi-
sioning) in the panicle between the two groups suggest that per-
haps they target genes/components regulating stem cell
maintenance differently potentially leading to differential abolish-
ment of floral stem cell maintenance in the growing inflorescence
and hence their different architectures. Furthermore, an overall
higher correlation between the transcript abundance of all the 17
genes (N100 vs N10) and TOL-GPP in GNR indicate that they are
largely N responsive. However, comprehensive molecular and phy-
siological studies are required to fully explore how enhanced N
availability and its perception relates to its transcript abundance
and its consequences to inflorescence organization.
Conclusion

Identifying the minimal N amount for optimal yield is key to
limit the undesirable ecological impacts of fertilizer dependent
cereal cropping. Here we demonstrate that N responsiveness is
an important trait to consider in achieving this aim. The present
study provides the first exhaustive analysis in S. italica of the
responsiveness of multiple agronomic traits to applied N and iden-
tifies a set of genetic loci strongly linked to N dependent grain
number response. Of the putatively associated genes, some showed
strongly differential expression in a N, genotype and temporal spe-
cific manner in the developing spikelet. The insights gained and
resources generated in this will help identify promising N respon-
sive accessions for use by breeders in devising sustainable crop
improvement strategies. This study provides key avenues for com-
prehensive dissection of N responsiveness in the climate resilient
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C4 crop S. italica with a potential for translation in additional cereal
crop species relevant to sustainable food security.
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